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KEY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
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KAMS UNITS

EASY USE
Our 18 and 54 Key and Asset Management System
(KAMS) units feature a touch screen control
allowing users to login in with their unique user pin
and password. The 7in LCD touch screen prompts
users to select and release the key required, with
LED lights to indicate the key location in the unit. If
no key is selected, the KAMS will automatically log
off the user after 30 seconds to ensure the keys
still remaining in the unit are kept secure.

EXPANDABLE

SECURE

•

Our stainless steel key fobs contain unique
identifiers that allow keys to be easily located
when multiple units are in use. The fobs cannot be
removed from the unit unless the user has been
granted access.
The KAMS units allow for multiple alarms levels
to be set. If any of these alarms are triggered the
KAMS will alert the administrator with an audible
alarm, while a message will be displayed on the
LCD screen. All alarms are recorded by the KAMS
and can be viewed and monitored in the user
interface.

Units can be easily expanded with the addition of a
slave KAMS unit, or linked to another stand alone
unit.

ACCESS & CONTROL
Access control can be configured and managed
remotely using the KAMS server, or on the units
themselves.

•
•

Access to the unit via unique pin codes, RFID
cards, or fingerprint.
Restrict access via individual keys, groups of
keys, or users.
Reserve a spot for a specific key, so that it
cannot be returned anywhere else.

SUPPORT
The KAMS is manufactured in Australia by Milspec,.
We can also offer on and off-site support Australia
wide, as well as through our distributors in New
Zealand and the Middle East.
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MULTIPLE LOCATIONS
Our KAMS server allows KAMS units across the world to be linked, accessed, and managed
remotely from a single site, allowing keys to be taken from one unit and returned to another. The
custom built user interface enables you to remotely to view real time key location, manage users,
keys, access levels, as well as providing comprehensive reporting and audit trail capabilities.

KAMS
SERVER

The KAMS Server is a web based management solution
for the KAMS Asset Management products. The KAMS
Server allows administrators to configure user, key and
access settings while producing detailed reports of event
transaction history. The unit can be configured from
any web interface that has network access via an easy
to use interface. The KAMS Server also allows multiple
units across different locations to synchronise, enabling
users to access any unit. The KAMS Server is a turnkey
solution, with dedicated hardware to minimise overhead
and delays when commissioning the system.

HARDWARE
Form Factor: 1RU 19” Rack
Mount
Length: 332.4 mm (12”)
Width: 482.6
Height: 44.5 mm
Weight: 3 kg
Power Supply: 200W 80 Plus
Gold
Processor: Intel C2358 SoC
4 GB ECC RAM
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Distributed by

Middle East

New Zealand

Enquire
info@milspec-mfg.com.au
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Visit
www.milspecmanufacturing.com

Australia

Milspec Manufacturing Pty. Ltd.
874 Knight Road,
Albury NSW 2640
Telephone +61 2 6022 7100
Facsimile +61 2 6040 9866

